COMMERCIAL

Carpet & Contract Flooring specialists

KQC COMMERCIAL

KQC Commercial: ‘one of the
UK’s leading commercial carpet
contractors’
We have over 26 years experience in the following industries:
• Hotel and leisure
• Retail
• Local authority
• National utilities
• House build
• Leisure industry
• Specialist schools and healthcare
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COMPANIES WE HAVE WORKED FOR

Over the past 26 years we have had
the pleasure of working alongside
the most prestigious leisure, retail
and hotel companies on a national
basis.
Renowned for our professionalism and expert finishing touches,
take a look at our favourite partnerships...
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COMPANY OVERVIEW

Established in 1990, KQC
Commercial is currently the
biggest flooring contractor within
a 50 mile radius of Cumbria, set in
the heart of the Lake District. With
over 26 years’ experience, we have
built an outstanding reputation
and excellent repertoire of
clientele, through offering
unrivalled service and consistency.
Our contract work is undertaken through means of strict policy
and procedure, leading us to retain long standing relationships
with the vast majority of our customers. We are extremely proud
that each and every one of our commercial projects is completed
on time, and that we are consistently striving to construct new
methods to deliver paramount results- every time!
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QUALITY YOU CAN TRUST

KQC Commercial delivers a
professional service from the
moment you make your enquiry to
our labourer leaving your job.
Employing our own floor layers ensures that our quality is kept to
the highest of standards on all of our projects, whether large or
small. KQC Commercial:

Abbey House Hotel, Barrow-in-Furness
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COMMERCIAL SERVICES

A comprehensive list of the
services that we offer:
• Tufted and bonded carpets
• Axminster and Wilton Carpets
• Bespoke body and border work
• Natural coir / sisal work
• Carpet tiles
• Fibre bonded carpets
• Amtico and Karndean flooring
• Altro and Polyflor for commercial installations
• Laminate flooring
• Timber flooring
• KQC Commercial undertake all subfloor preparation including:
- Plyboarding
- Latex screeding
- Damp proofing
- Moisture testing to evaluate fitting process
• Acoustic underlay systems supplied and fitted
Full specification provided to give sound reduction rating
• Health and Safety
HSE executive in house to provide:
- Risk assessment
- Method statements
- Safety data sheets
- Trained and qualified fitters CSCS approved
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“The design of this project was paramount to the success
and the end result. Andy McCluskey of APM Design
produced this venture with breathtaking results.”
PAUL GREENALL, DIRECTOR: KQC COMMERCIAL

Abbey House Hotel, Barrow-in-Furness

WHY CHOOSE KENDAL QUALITY CARPETS?

KQC Commercial strives to offer
the best possible service for all of
their customers...
Reasons you should choose KQC Commercial for the best quality
from your initial enquiry to the finished project:
• Quality assurance guaranteed
• Projects of all abilities and levels, delivered in a timely manner
• Reliability and efficiency
• Unrivalled professionalism
• Outstanding customer service
• Remaining competitive, leading to repeat business
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WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?

In order for us to deliver our work
to the very highest of standards,
attention to detail is paramount and
the significance of this is reiterated
from the Managing Directors, the
salesmen, office staff and right
through to the floor layers.
Due to our vast experience over the past 26 years, Kendal Quality
Carpets has worked on a National level and undertaken work
in the Hotel & Leisure industry, Schools, Offices, Retail Outlets,
Hospitals and Nuclear Power Stations.

“We have used Kendal Quality Carpets for
the past 6 years and have always found their
service to be exceptional and trustworthy.
Whenever we have had any problems, they
have always been more than accommodating. I
wouldn’t hesitate to recommend their services.”
STEPHEN HARGREAVES, THE CRANLEIGH HOTEL

The Cranleigh Boutique Hotel, Windermere
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BESPOKE CARPET & DESIGN SERVICE

Our experienced and skilled
design team will work
alongside your vision to
create innovative interior and
spectacular designs...

Step 2... The manufacturer creates a visual which is assessed
thoroughly by KQC Commercial, only then can the carpet be
manufactured.

Step 1... From the intricate and critical onsite measurements,
the CAD drawing is produced. This enables the carpet
manufacturer to replicate the exact proportion and position for
the finished design.

The extensive, complex and intricate process
behind our commercial projects; ensures that
waste is kept to a minimum and that the job is
cost effective for the client.

Stunning designs are
proportionate to the located
area, every time...
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The finished project...

Leeds Civic Hall, Leeds

CASE STUDY - LEEDS CIVIC HALL

Leeds Civic Hall carpet installation
Wilton Carpets Commercial worked extremely close with
contractor KQC Commercial to ensure that the design created
by property design specialist, NPS Leeds, was completed with
exceptional accuracy.
While the carpet design was relatively simple, and replicated
the original stone floor discovered in photographs of the original
state building; the planning and articulation required specific
measurements, calculations and meticulous manufacturing to
accommodate the buildings’ large proportions and architectural
features.
The complex interior of the building boasts large columns on the
ground floor and a grand staircase with accompanying mayoral
chambers at opposing ends. This meant that the site required
several visits before the design could be realised in carpet. With
single uninterrupted runs of up to 30 metres, with widths of 7
metres or more- any planning or production error would have had
huge consequences.
David Greenall, KQC Commercial’s Senior Designer, who is
responsible for planning and installation, explains:
“The sheer scale and layout of Leeds Civic Hall meant we had to
be exceptionally precise with every aspect of the planning and
manufacturing process. We made several site visits to ensure
we had every single measurement exact before producing the
design through our in-house CAD design team. We had numerous
measurements down to the millimetre; the final planning appeared
more similar to engineering plans than those generally produced
for carpet installation.”
“This scale of installation has really pushed every party to excel
and test new levels of this type of precision in carpet planning,
production and installation,” continues David. “The grand staircase
alone required three highly experienced installers all working in
harmonious unison merely to fit one step. The carpet had to work
perfectly with repeating architectural elements, such as the huge
marble and gold columns- meaning that the installation had to be
just as precise as the planning and manufacturing. Fortunately,
Wilton Carpets Commercial performed faultlessly, and the carpet
was laid with no problems. The results of this project are simply
stunning.”
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leeds.gov.uk

Leeds Civic Hall, Leeds

CASE STUDY - ABBEY HOUSE HOTEL

APM design recently appointed us
to assist with the refurbishment of
Abbey House Hotel...
To ensure this particular development was cost effective and
efficient, our Senior Designer David Greenall liaised with Andy
McClusky of APM Design, to ensure the designs were produced
specifically to meet the needs to Abbey House Hotel. Production
of CAD drawings enabled Wilton Carpets Commercial to cut,
weave and design into the finished article. A complete accurate
site survey was also carried out to enable us to correlate the
designs on site.
As this project was a complete refurbishment, we were dealing
with 2,500 square metres of floor covering, and working with
several different sub floors. Without the extensive preparation
of this project, the end result wouldn’t have been as impressive.
With our extensive knowledge of carpet and flooring products we
were able to advise Abbey House to lay Acoustic Underlay down in
the first floor bedrooms – as these are directly located above the
kitchen we were consequently able to reduce sound levels in the
hotel by 35 decibels.
Furthermore, because of the designers’ meticulous attention to
detail, KQC Commercial proposed a flooring trim design which
ran parallel to the aesthetics of the building: the materials used
were a combination of antique brass, solid oak, stainless steel and
aluminium. These are prime examples of how much thought, time
and planning KQC Commercial give to their clients.
Special accreditation for this project goes to David Greenall
(Project Manager); Paul Parkin (Amtico Floor Layer); and John
Lawton & Geoff Burton (Senior Floor Layers).
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abbeyhousehotel.com

Abbey House Hotel, Barrow-in-Furness

CASE STUDY - LINDORE FALLS

Lodore Falls Hotel: giving a natural
stone-affect look to one of the
Lake Districts’ finest hotels
For this venture we were thrilled to be appointed by Kit Graves,
Director of Lake District Hotels, on the renovation of Lodore Falls’
bar; restaurant; reception; and circulation areas. We also worked
in conjunction with Interior Designer Mike Fac, and Project
Manager Gary Crisp, on the beautiful and natural looking stone
affect carpet by Wilton Carpets.
The design required was a natural-look carpet, to correspond with
the natural beauty surrounding the 200 year old, slate fronted
hotel. Standing on the edge of Lake Derwentwater, Lodore Falls
boasts one of the optimum settings in the Lake District and has
a spectacular scenery including 40 acres of landscaped gardens,
mountainous views and a grand waterfall.
KQC Commercial and Wilton Carpets worked on this spectacular
10 Row Axminster carpet via their CAD drawing facilities, which
was beautifully fitted afterwards by John Lawton, Adam Armitt
and Luke Nicholson. Project Manager Gary worked tirelessly
alongside other parties involved in this project, to meet the clients’
needs, making sure all elements of the job were completed on
time, effortlessly, and with no hindrance or complications within
the tight deadline.

“The service and workmanship
were excellent, the contractors were
knowledgeable and gave us the confidence
to order additional items as the main carpet
was fitted, such as the non-slip flooring
behind the bar and the door matting. This
is the second time we have used KQC and
certainly won’t be the last!”
MIKE FAC, INTERIOR DESIGNER. LODORE FALLS

This particular development was considered as Phase I,
completing 700 square metres of the beautifully woven Axminster
carpet in the new year of 2017. In the Summer of 2017, we will
embark on Phase II of this project which will see us laying the same
carpet, in the Lodore Fall’s magnificent Garden Suite- a conference
and facility room which is used for large meetings and functions
seating up to 170 people, overlooking our award winning gardens
and breathtaking scenery within close proximity.
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lakedistricthotels.net/lodorefalls

Lodore Falls

CASE STUDY - QUEEN HOTEL

The beautiful Queen Hotel, finished
in a bold parque effect carpet
The bespoke Nine Row Axminster produced by Wilton Carpets
Commercial gives a royal and prestigious statement to the grand
staircase and hotel corridors of the impressive Victorian building,
situated in the historic city of Chester. Simon envisaged a parquet
effect carpet, in a geometric pattern to achieve this.
Since its’ opening in 1860, the first class hotel has entertained
guests such as Charles Dickens, Cecil Rhodes and Lille Langtry.
Simon wanted the design of this carpet to reflect the grand and
majestic look of the staircase and due to the vast measurements
of this area; the design of how this carpet was laid took a lot of
intricate and precise workings from KQC Commercial’s in-house
CAD drawing team managed by Paul Greenall, Director and Senior
Surveyor.

“KQC Commercial are an outstanding
company, they provided us with great
carpet and wonderful service.”
SIMON WILLIAMS, CLUSTER MANAGER. HALLMARK HOTELS

Featuring creative decor with bold colours and plush fabrics, the
large corridor which boasts itself 4 storeys high was fitted with a
beautiful purple parquet effect carpet and our gratitude goes in
particular to John Lawton and Adam Armitt for their spectacular
work on this project.
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hallmarkhotels.co.uk/hotels/The-Queen-Chester

Queen Hotel

CASE STUDY - LLYNDIR HALL HOTEL

A bespoke mirage of gold leaves,
woven into Axminster carpet at the
Llyndir Hall Hotel
Hallmark Hotels boast an impressive and varied array of 28
spectacular properties. Guests can stay in anything from a listed
stately home, embellished with history and heritage in peaceful
countryside settings; to a contemporary, glossy and stylish
apartment block in the centre of London.
As part of this group, we were honoured to be able to work on The
Llyndir Hall Hotel in Rossett, which sits just on the cusp of South
Chester and the Welsh border. As part of the Hallmark Hotel
Group, the grand 19th century country house is encircled by five
acres of landscaped private grounds-featuring a 200 year old
majestic beech tree and for this particular project, James Greenall
(KQC Commercial’s Sales Manager) acquired the help of Wilton
Carpets on designing a Bespoke gold and black pattern, weaved
into Axminster carpet for their extremely popular ‘Llyndir Suite’
function room. This same carpet was also used for the sister hotel,
The Leyland Hotel, back in 2013 and originally designed by project
manager Paul Greenall, has become a favourite for the hotel group.
Hallmark Hotel Group, and especially Llyndir Hall; are award
winning hosts of weddings, functions, anniversaries, private parties,
sales conferences and seminars so when KQC Commercial were
acquired by Richard Dixon to complete their infamous Llyndir
Suite function room, they knew they had to do it justice and make a
statement for the versatile packages offered by the hotel.

“From start to finish James was a pleasure
to deal with, keeping me regularly informed
on timescales. During installation the
fitters were superb; making sure that the
rest of the hotel was minimally affected
and carried out their work to the highest
standard. The new bespoke carpet has
brought a real lift to our Llyndir Suite and
is wearing really well.”
RICHARD DIXON: GENERAL MANAGER LLYNDIR HALL HOTEL

The bespoke mirage of gold leaves woven into the Axminster carpet,
gives a bold statement inside the function room and we would like
to give our special thanks to Andrew Selby, Tom Pearson and Joseph
Edwards the head carpet fitters on this prestigious project.
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hallmarkhotels.co.uk/hotels/Llyndir-Hall

Llyndir Hall Hotel

KQC winners of the prestigious
‘Installation of the month’ for
both July and November 2014
courtesy of Contract Flooring
Journal

Installation of the month
July 2014 Winner
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Installation of the month
November 2014 Winner
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CASE STUDY - THE ROYAL

The Royal Hotel in Silverdale, ‘an
area of outstanding natural beauty’
The Royal Hotel is situated in the centre of Silverdale, a stunning
seaside village in Lancashire and is labelled as an ‘area of
outstanding natural beauty’ and we were thrilled to be appointed
by Michael Holgate on the pub’s refurbishments.
Over a period of three years, Michael Holgate (Owner & Director,
The Royal) has refurbished the hub of the small village and
appointed KQC Commercial’s Director, Karl Greenall, to assist
with laying the rustic Amtico Signature parquet effect wood floor
throughout the restaurant, lounge area and bar.
Post-renovation, The Royal Hotel has been restored into a
spacious and luxurious gastro-pub restaurant and welcomes
many locals and tourists throughout the year. The combination
of countryside classic with effortless luxury meant that Michael
envisaged a rustic and natural feel when it came to the decor and
flooring.
KQC Commercial designed and installed Bespoke Amtico
Signature Parquet effect flooring, throughout the whole property
including the accompanying cottages situated behind The Royal.
The end result of this worn oak effect flooring, laid by Head
Amtico fitter Shaun Farrer, carries a graceful and innate finish to
this up and coming venue.

“For the extensive and successful
refurbishment of the Royal Silverdale we
looked no further than Kendal Quality
Carpets. Their reputable business
combines fantastic workmanship with
professionalism in their after sales
and customer service departments.
We wholeheartedly support one family
company to another and would certainly
recommend KQC for anyone wanting a job
done to an exceedingly high quality.”
MICHAEL W HOLGATE, MD OF HOLGATES HOLIDAY PARKS AND
THE ROYAL SILVERDALE.
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theroyalsilverdale.co.uk

The Royal, Silverdale

CASE STUDY - EVERGLADES HOTEL

A Bespoke Gold Leaf Pattern by Wilton
Carpets at the Everglades Hotel
In 2016, we were appointed by Jonathan Butterworth of Lavender
Hotels to assist in refurbishing the communal areas and Washington
Suite function room at the Everglades Hotel. Lavender Hotel Group
boasts a portfolio of six unique properties located in the heart of
North West England. The hotels range from country house retreats
surrounded by bundles of history and scenic countryside views, to
contemporary hotels with exceptional conference and spa facilities.
This particular property in Widnes is set just off the A557 in a
suburban location and gives guests a relaxing yet classic experience
during their stay. When Jonathan Butterworth, the Operations
Director of Lavender Hotel Group, relayed his design visions to
James Greenall (KQC Commercial’s Sales Manager) an extensive
amount of planning and preparation began which incorporated Paul
Greenall, Director and Senior Surveyor, also of KQC Commercial, to
use CAD drawings in order to produce this design.

“Working with KQC was the best contractor
I’ve had the pleasure of working with. Their
expertise, efficiency and service is the best
we’ve experienced, they are fully aware of
the issues related to the hospitality industry
and worked with us as well as for us.”
JONATHAN BUTTERWORTH, THE EVERGLADES HOTEL

Jonathan envisaged a statement piece, focussing on a bespoke
leaf pattern with regal colours which would stand out in the
Washington Suite, which is frequently used for business
conferences and weddings. KQC Commercial and Jonathan
acquired Wilton Carpets Commercial’s Business Development
Manager for North England, Stefan Heins, to put together the
stunning gold leaf design woven into the eye-catching purple
tartan carpet. This bespoke Axminster carpet was also laid in
surrounding corridors.
All six Lavender Hotels have acquired their each individual
personality over time and with expert customer service and
attention to detail; this had to be reflective within the Hotel’s
interior. A special appreciation goes to our senior carpet fitters,
John Lawton and Adam Armitt for showcasing their outstanding
expertise on this project.
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lavenderhotels.co.uk/everglades-park

Everglades Hotel

CASE STUDY - GLENRIDDING HOTEL

We were delighted to be able to
work with Hassan Ali on the vast
renovation of The Glenridding Hotel
After the devastating floods which struck Cumbria and the
surrounding areas in December 2015, the whole ground floor of
this traditional stone building overlooking Ullswater Lake was
devastated. For this project we completed the reception and
bar area, along with all ground floor corridors and the stunning
Garden Room restaurant in contemporary tartan Axminster
carpet by Wilton, accompanied with Ted Todd Engineered oak for
an intricate and detailed border.
This stunning hotel on the shores of Lake Ullswater has charming
and breathtaking scenery, right on your door step. Situated in
close proximity to the homes of William Wordsworth and Beatrix
Potter, Hassan, the General Manager, wanted to keep a natural
atmosphere within the interior and upholstery of the hotel.

“From the first contact to installation,
James and his team provided a quality
product with friendly service, very flexible
and accommodating in a busy hotel
reinstatement project after the flooding of
December 2015.”
SELINA ALI, OPERATIONS MANAGER THE GLENRIDDING HOTEL

One of our favourite features of this project is the intricate oak
trimmed border alongside the beautiful and striking tartan carpet.
Logistically this took a timely amount of planning and preparation,
with every inch of the floor laying having to be specifically adjacent
to one another. This feature leaves a lasting, glossy and faultless
finish inside the reception and bar area where guests are first
greeted.
Special thanks go to Nathan Burr, our head floor layer for this
project and David Greenall, Senior Surveyor and project manager.
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theglenriddinghotel.com

Glenridding Hotel

CASE STUDY - GLENDOWER HOTEL

Beautiful, bespoke designs at the
Glendower Hotel, Lytham St. Annes...
An elegant and captivating design, inspired by the powerful
imagery of nature has lifted the lounge area of The Glendower
Hotel to new heights, in a beautiful bespoke woven floor from
Wilton Carpets Commercial.
Striking in its sheer size, the intertwining peacock feather design,
with its radiant and vivid blue heart, beautifully compliments the
atmospheric interior of The Glendower Hotel. Reworked to form
a feature element, the feather’s large scale is fused with a myriad
of overlay effects and textures that fade and flow, in colours that
wonderfully compliment the furnishings. The result is a carpet
beautifully in-tune with the interior’s period detailing, while
remaining undeniably modern.
Situated in Lytham St. Annes with views of the Irish Sea, the Great
Western establishment called upon the experienced hand of APM
Design to create a fresh look for its lounge. Design Director, Andy
McClusky, decided a bespoke carpet was the only way forward to
establish the ambitions of the specialist’s initial concept:

“Nature was the inspiration for the design.
We strongly felt that only a bespoke carpet
solution would work for the project, as we
wanted to use the feature design inner panel
within the carpet to define the transition
between circulation and seating areas in
a subtle yet effective way. We drafted our
initial concept and worked on the required
colours, before meeting with Wilton to turn
the concept into a finished design.”
Installed by KQC Commercial, the carpet proves luxurious
without dominating its surroundings, benefitting from clever
colour combinations and intricate styling. This high quality and
extremely resilient woven Axminster carpet is sure to provide The
Glendower with timeless lasting finish for years to come.
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glendowerhotel.co.uk

Glendower Hotel, Lytham

CASE STUDY - LEYLAND FEATHERS HOTEL

Stunning carpet installation by
KQC for Best Western Premier
Leyland Hotel.
Among an impressive line of Best Western Premier hotels being
renovated in 2015, The Leyland Hotel has exacting standards
when it comes to carpet specification, with a stunning combination
of designs and colours employed.
Two complementing simple, bold, organic designs: Plasma from
Wilton’s Elements 1 collection, and Pom from their Natural
Silhouettes collection, were selected by the design team. These
were recoloured, using the Flexiweave palette, in royal hues of
black, gold and marsala, to create a stunning theme running across
floorplans.
Around 900 square metres of carpet was laid: The Pom design
in the main lounge, restaurant and bar, with contrasting colour
combinations used in different areas; and the Plasma design
gracing bedrooms.
An 80% pure wool, 20% nylon was specified by The Leyland, the
team itself citing design and quality as reasons behind choosing
Wilton Carpets Commercial.
This wool-rich Axminster has proved to be an ideal match for the
hotel, incorporating an excellent aesthetic as well as top colour
clarity, and crucially high-end appearance retention for the high
traffic areas.
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hallmarkhotels.co.uk/hotels/Preston-Leyland

Leyland Hotel

CASE STUDY - HOLLINWELL GOLF CLUB

Creating a stunning new club
house for Hollinwell Golf Club
with a hole in one...
Having worked in conjunction with Wilton Carpets on a number of
successful projects in 2014 we were asked again to partner them
in the refurbishment of the two main club course rooms at the
Hollinwell Golf Club.
With Hollinwell being ranked in the top 100 courses in Britain and
Ireland including the hosting of the Brabazon Trophy in 2015 the
committee wanted to give the main golf course rooms a makeover.
Meeting with committee members Richard and Louise Musto,
their vision was shared for the new designs and colour schemes on
this project.
KQC Commercial then worked in conjunction with Wilton Carpets
Commercial to produce some specially manufactured swatches.

“It was an absolute pleasure to work with
the team from Kendal Quality Carpets, they
were professional, efficient and all worked
extremely hard to ensure that our project
was completed on time and to a fantastic
standard. We would have no hesitation in
using recommending their services and look
forward to working with them again.”
LOUISE MUSTO, HOLLINWELL GOLF CLUB
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nottsgolfclub.co.uk

Hollinwell Golf Club

CASE STUDY - DAMSIDE

Damside student accommodation, in
the heart of Lancaster...
Working alongside Judy Deakin of Form Interior, we were thrilled
to be awarded the flooring contract for this stunning construction.
Damside is like no other student accommodation in the city;
everything you need to have the best student experience is
all under one roof- offering exceptional self-contained studio
apartments with luxury facilities and first class fittings. Damside
student accommodation embodies living in a high-quality hotel.
Judy’s concept for the space was modern, chic and truly
spectacular. It was specified that several different products were
used from Amtico’s Signature range, along with Forbo vinyl tiles
and a mix of both plain and patterned carpet tiles.
The main feature of this project was the student living area. We
installed a mixture of Amtico signature weave and Forbo concrete
vinyl tiles, with contemporary and elegant results...
The forbo concrete effect vinyl flowed through the two communal
kitchens and connecting corridors adding to the industrial feel
already achieved by the exposed walls and pipe work.
Lounge areas included a pattern carpet tile laid in a sporadic
effect which left a stunning graphic for the end result. Bedrooms
and corridors were finished with a plain grey tile for functionality
purposes.
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Damside student accommodation, Lancaster

CASE STUDY - SHARROW BAY HOTEL

Luxurious bespoke carpets at
Sharrow Bay Hotel...
Once again, it was a pleasure to work alongside Wilton Carpets
Commercial on producing a breathtaking installation at the Lake
District’s first ever Country House Hotel.
Founded in 1949, Sharrow Bay has since been recognised the
‘Jewel in the Crown’ of the Lake District. The stunning hotel
situated adjacent to the lake in Ullswater, has a bespoke design
carpet, laid in the restaurant, lounge and dining areas.
Because of the intricate border design chosen by Sharrow
Bay, CAD drawings were produced enabling Wilton Carpets
Commercial to cut, weave and design into the finished article with
striking results.
Special accreditation is awarded to John Lawton, John Hunter,
Chris Miller and Adam Armit who were the fitting team
responsible for this installation.

“We really enjoyed the colour and design
of a previous bespoke creation by Wilton,
from their work at the Ston Easton Park
Hotel. We wanted to match this look and
incorporate it into our vision for Sharrow
Bay. We were aware this would need
adaptation due to the size and different
layout of the rooms. Working with KQC
Commercial’s in-house contractor we were
able to calculate the size of the borders, and
retain the original aesthetic within new
confines. It was a pleasure to work with
both Wilton and KQC Commercial.”
SARAH TAYLOR, PROJECT MANAGER
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Sharrow Bay Hotel

CASE STUDY - LAKE LOVERS

We were delighted to be able to
work with Judy Deakin of Form
Interior Design to assist with the
move of Lake Lovers to their new
premises in Windermere,
Lake District.
This project incorporated the design of the basement, ground
floor and first floor offices. While Lake Lovers carried out their
extensive building works alongside moving into their new
property, KQC Commercial made several site visits to make sure
the designs would fit the layout and plans created by Judy.
There were several different products used at Lake Lovers:
ranging from Amtico, Wood Flooring and Carpets. The main
feature of this project was the front entrance which includes a
unique Amtico laser cut logo, inset into a curved slate Amtico
floor. The preparation and planning was imperative to the design
created by Judy, as fitted units were built to the exact curve of
the circle holding the logo. This made it critical that the Amtico
flooring had the precise mathematical curve from the designs, with
Amtico planking inserted around the edge of the curve. This both
completed and enhanced the final front desk area once finished.
Both the basement and offices were carpet tiled, including a
featured inlay within the design and oak flooring was used on the
staircase to make a feature of the landing areas.
With special thanks to Sean and Paul, Senior carpet fitters at
KQC Commercial, who made a fantastic job of the flooring and
delivered the job in a timely and efficient manner.

“I have used KQC Commercial to supply and
fit flooring on a number of projects and they
have always out done themselves in offering
a fantastic service with high quality
products, excellent installation and always
carrying a friendly and helpful manner.
I never hesitate to return to them when I
need flooring for a project as I know they
will deliver on time and do the job properly.”
JUDY DEAKIN, FORM INTERIOR DESIGN
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lakelovers.co.uk

Lake Lovers, Windermere

CASE STUDY - ZEFFIRELLIS CINEMA

Setting Zeffirellis on fire...
Visitors to the bustling Lake District town of Ambleside have
always loved the award-winning restaurant and cinema Zeffirellis,
and they now have even more reason to visit thanks to a recent
refurbishment that sees 450m2 of bespoke Axminster carpet
fitted by KQC Commercial gracing the venue’s busy floors.
The brand new 10-row woven Axminster carpet uses a palette
of muted grey, soft cream and striking blue in an eye-catching
abstract print and now covers the restaurant and two cinema
floors. Perfectly coordinating with the sumptuous upholstery and
lavish soft furnishings that grace the restaurant and providing a
striking contrast to the bold red cinema seats, the bespoke design
was created by Wilton Carpets Commercial’s experienced design
team in conjunction with installers KQC Commercial.
“Zeffirellis wanted a truly stand-out carpet that would bring the
restaurant and cinemas to life in a unique fashion,” comments Karl
Greenall, Managing Director, KQC Commercial. “After browsing
through Wilton Carpets Commercial’s stock designs, we were
drawn to those with dancing flame-type motifs and knew that
these sort of styles would inject the vibrancy that Zeffirellis were
seeking. We then created a custom design in beautiful shades, with
cream flame strands flying out from one wall and then dispersing
amongst the bolder blue swirls for a high-impact look.”
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Zeffirellis Cinema, Ambleside

We work closely with the market leaders in commercial flooring...

Tel. 01539 730080 Email. sales@kendalqualitycarpets.co.uk www.kendalqualitycarpets.co.uk

